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;FOREWORD TO' PART .111
Members of the Committee have received draft copies
of Parts I end II of tJ:1is paper which were subse-
quently approved and have been published in the July
and August, 1951, issues .of the'~e1ding'Re~eB~ch
Supplement.
The numbering system for the figures, tables, refer-
ences, and equations continues the sequence of Parts·I.
and II. At the present writing it is net anticipated
that .figures appearing in Parts' I and II will be re-
produced in Part III~
;"
.'
'.
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To DISOUSSIO'N OF TEST'RESULTS
The objectives of the investigatlon g outlined in Part I,
form the basis for the arrangement of this discussion of test
resultso First, the ~esults are examined to see if the con-
nections satisfy the requirements of elastic design. Are the
assumptions of present design practice consistent w1thsaf~ty?
SecondlY9 it is of interest to observe the be~avior beyond the
elastic limit and up to collapse in order to evaluate the pos-
sibilities and limitations of new concepts of plastic design
and analysiso
Ie ELASTIC STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN STRAIGHT KNEESoil-
CONNECTION P
The portions of ConnectIon P outside the knee behaved ac-
cording to the ordinary beam theory 9 Figo 3~~tand 3~:· At sections
close to the knee,P within 2" of the vertical stiffener, the
stress distributions become irregular due to end disturbance~,
this being usual in the case of any end connection or bearing
support 0 However at sections of the beam and column removed
from the connection a distance of half the depth of the section,
the stresses were in reasonably good agreement with the com-
puted values o As was pointed out in Part II the tensile stres-
ses in the exterior beam flange are transmitted to the knee
by shear (Figo 62~) and such shear stresses must be con-
~~This treatment of elastic stress distribution is only partially
complete 9 and it is expec'ted that further data 'W11?- be presented
in a separate report o
.-Figo 1 to 57~ inclusive,P will be found in Part I as published iri
the July 1951 Welding Journal~ pp 3598 to 384s, Figo 58'to 73,P in-
clllsives> are in Part 11 9 August 1951 W,~'~:.:ling Journal" pPo 3976 to
405s 0 Figo 52 is included in thisl"',:,r,-:;.:"t as 'well as in Part :J:o
(2)
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sidered. InC.onnectionP, for example the maximum web shear
stress was larger then that at the critical section for bend-
ing. Later equations give the required web thickness to pre-
vent these undesirable deformations due to shear foree.
Fig. 34 and 35 show that there are local strains that
differ from the values predicted but the trend is to confirm
the assumption for Type 7 connections that bending moment de~
creases linearly from a maximum at the critical section where
the knee joins the rolled section to zero at the exterior
corner. In the case of the beam, as shown in figure 34, no
correction was made for bending in the outer flange since
SR-4 gages were mounted on but one side. From" Fig. 21, noting
the shape of the deformed top flange in the region of the knee,
it is" seen that the measured strains are consistent with the
deflected shape. .As expected. the stress is a maximum at the
face of the column.
the theoretical distributions of stress shown in Figs.
32-35 take into aocount both bendin$ nioIneni.t and direot stl:'ess,
although the influence of the latter is quite small •. Since
the lengths of members are Short, additiQnal moment due to
column deflection is negligible and has not been considered.
In this section will be discussed the behavior of the
connections at loads' in the vicinity of' the yield point.'1'he
evidenoe and influence of residual stresses and the formation
. .
offfyield 11nes" as revealed by m1ll scale will also be dis-
cussed.
.~.
.<
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2A. Shear Yield of Straight Knees Without Diagonal Stiffeners.
Equations have been developed in Section I, Part II to pre-
dict the moment at which yielding of Type 7 connections due to
shear force should commence and a comparison has been made with
theoretical yield moments due to flexure. Connection P provided
an opportunity to compare theory with experiment, Fig. 19 of
Part I conta1.ning both theoretical and experimental curves. As
is evident from this figure, non-linear behavior of the con-
nection commenced at a moment somewhat lower than the predicted
moment at which yielding due to shear force should commence.
Subsequent rotation was developed well beyond that which could
be tolerated inmost engineering structures. The first yield
line was observed at 311 in-kips, non-linear behavior was ob-
served. visually from the plotted curve at 493 in-kips, and the
maximum moment carried was 1150 in-kips. The theoretical ftshear
yield" values are 724· in-kips assuming a uniform distribution
of shear stress in the knee and 630 in-kips assuming a non-uni-
form shear distribution (See Part II of the paper). The pre-
dicted initial yield moment in flexure is 1195 in=kips.
Comparing theory with experiment, the·first yield line was
observed at about 50% of the predicted ~shear yieldU load, non-
linear behavior was observed about 20% below the predicted
'*value, and the rate of increase of deflection increased mark-
edly at a load as low as 50% of the calculated flexural y\eld
load. The latter relationship is the one requiring attention
since the compute·tion of moments at which shear yielding com-
* See footnote next page
(4)
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mences is not a part of routine analysis procedures. In spite
of the la rge rcitat ions, the connec tion did not develop the
predicted flexural yield strength of the weakest ad.jacent mem-
ber ...
The assumption of uniform shear distribution in the,knee
web gives an approx1m8te prediction of actual behavior, but
the assumption of non-uniform distribution of shear stress
provides a much better indication of the load at whfch in-
elastic deforrnation of connections with unstiffened webs will
commence.
Following the usual s'teps for proportioning a Type 7
connection the designer would check the shear in the beam and
column; but it has been dem.onstrated here that it is most im-
-
'lHl-portant for him to check the shear in the knee web. To make
sure that the "shear" type of failure does not occur, the
moment at which shear yield occurs, ~h(~)' must be equal to or
greater than the moment which resul ts in flexural yield, Mh (0') •
These expressions, developed in Part II, are,
Mh(t) .....
...LJ
-+ AI. .... -
- - -
- -
(4)
'* These reductions ere due to stress concentrations and"resldua1
stresses and are consistent with observations made in contin-
uous beam tests«35).
** It is assumed that the proportions are such that web buckling
does not occur in the elastic range of stress.
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By equating these two expressions the required web thickness
L.• is the distance from the center of the knee (the haunch point)
to the load points on the connection arms (Figo 74)0 In an
~ actual frame L is the distance between the point of inflec-
tion and the haunch pointo
Equation 36 may be simplified to a convenient expression
for required web thicknesso If the proportions of connection
P are assumed {Lid ~ 6)9 the third term in Equation 36 is
0091. For 14WF30 g 8B13, 21WF82 9 6B12, 24WFIIO, and 8WF 31
shapes the second term in Equation 36 ranges from 1 0 870 ,·h:::t;
16888, the'average product of the two terms in brackets is
1.71. Of course, the selection of the single L/d ratio is
an arbitrary one. Instead of Lid = 6, if the basis for com-
parison had been selected as the "Lull value for each member
(L corresponding to Ld/bt ~ 600)9 then the product of the
last two terms in Equation 36 is 1082 0 Taking an average
value, then, of 1076, a suggested expression for web thick~
ness w is obtained,
w :: 1076 S/d2 (37)
This result is based on an assumption of uniform distribution
of shearing stress in the knee webo A more conservative re-
lationship than that given by Equation 37 would be obtained
if the req~ired web thickness to prevent premature inelastic
shear deformation were increased by about 15% to take into ac-
count the actual nonuniform shear diat:t~1.butione In this case g
( 6)
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w:. s2., d7.
By the rule of Equation 38 none of the WF shapes would
provide sufficient web thickness to give an adequate Type 7
connection without additional stiffening. One WF shape
(12WF16!) is very nearly adequate. One shape of every nominal
depth has been checked by computation and several shapes within
'one series have also been studied. The lighter members in each
nominal size more nearly meet the web thickness requirement and
would require the least amount of additional stiffening.
Computations have also been made for American Standard I
shapes. For each nominal depth the heaviest section theoret-
ically has adequate web thickness without requiring additional
stiffening material. Most o'f the lighter sections in each
series have insufficient web thickness.
Additional tests should be conducted specifically for the
purpose of checking the validity of Equation 38 as a rule for
specifying the required thickness of doubler plates or diagonal
stiffeners. However, since most rolled shapes are deficient
in web thickness for Type 7 connections, it is recmmnended that
design rules 'require diagonal stiffeners or doubler plates.
The 8B connection uses the former detail. If the diagonal plate
is objectionable, extra web thickness may be obtained with doublers
using Equation 38 as a guide. Connections of this type were not
t~sted in the program, although such studies are planned.
In the case of Type 8B connections, Equation 38 and the as-
sumptions of Part II may be used to specify the required thickness
205C. 6C ( '7 )
of diagonal stiffeners. In Equation 29 the "effective" area
of the web was assumed to be made up of two parts: the actual
webarea~, A
w
e wX d~ and an equivalent stiffener area~ AS~9 ar-
rived at by assuming the stiffener material uniformly distrid
buted over the web plateo From Equation 29~
As 41 eY'2( bs is ~ e
where
t s S stiffener thickness
be : total width of stiffener Q
Since this equivalent stiffener area makes up the deficiency in
web th1cknessg then
AsQ e (wr ~ wa) ~
whe~~ w~ is the: required web thickness according to equation
38 and we latte actual web thickness "of the rolled shape g and
d is the depth at seetiono Equating the two expressions for
A to g the required th~~"~knf3s. of diagonal stiffener is given by
s
.. ,
Z'; (w w ) dQ
r a
t" 8 1I2 ba
.An examination of Fig~ 20 shows that the experimental de-
flection curve deviates from a straight line at approximately
the same moment as that of the rotation curve (Fig o 19). This
indicates that knee deformations cpuse the non~linear behavior
at the low loads" This is clear from Fig o 21 as wello Fig" 19
ind1ea'te~tb€l t there is no fector of safety aga mat yielding
at a·moment COf'reeponding to a work.i.ng stress of 20 ka1. Thus,
Conne,pfi'on' P'la irlinadequet,en from the point of view of elastic
design. As is evident from Fig o 22 and 52 sufficient diagonal'
st1ff~~ns wae provided in Connections ~p K9 L9 and M to preo
vent :;;erio'U$ .'{3heai' deforrnation~ T'h-3 1='hotogrsphs of the eon-
(8)
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nectioris at failure (Figs. 26~ 2~) show that in spite of the
use of diagonal stiffeners, yield due to shear force still.
o'ccu:r'S ,at high loads, but wi til a satisfactory margin of safety
for elastic design.
2B. "Yield Lines" and Residual Stress
Coating the connections with whitewash revealed the flak-
ing of' mill scale at yield zones. iiYield lines 1/ were observed
at loads between 31 and 81% of the calculated initlr<i. yield. load
as indicat~d on the experimental curves (Figs. 22, 36, 37, 44).
This yielding at less than calculated values is usually due to
a combination of residual stresses and stress concentrations.
For the l~ger built-up connections (B, N, G, H) the resultant
increase in measured rotations or deflections due to formation
of these first yield lines is slight indeed (Fig. 44). How-
ever~ in the remaining connections where the connection length
is shorter, then formation of the first yield line may be.as-
sociated with the commencement of non-linearity of the load-
deformation curve (Fig. 22). The consequences of non-linear
behavior at loads lower than the predicted jield. point are us-
ually not serious in the case of members designed to resist
flexural loads. However, when one considers column action,
wherein yielding with a corresponding reduction Ln effective
,
bending stiffness aggravates buckling~ the possible serious-
ness of residual stress becomes important.
All of the connections, a number of which were built up
by welding (i.e., B,C~G,H,I) were testyd in the as-delivered,
205C" 6C (9)
as-welded condit). on" The observed ;;'i61d l1ne pa tter'ns in<.':1108 te
that welding introduced residual stress patterns somewhat sim-
ilar to those formed due to cooling after rolling. Fig. 75 in-
dicates schematically the possible distribution of residual
stresses in web and flange material at a cross-section through'
a haunch fabricated by welding. In the tests~ yield lines were
observed at the edges of the compression flange and at the center
of the tension flange ,,'
2C XJeld Stren£th of Connection !ypes
As in the case of most structural members in bending, the
transition from elastic to plastic behavior was very gredual in
the~e connection tests$ a well~defined yield point was not
observed (Fig. 52)0 As 8 consequence,!) the "initial yield load"
or the "yield strength" of the various connections are to be
compared ll then defini te cri teria must be adopted'. Prior to descr!-
bing the criteria available, the terminology will be definedg
(a) Moment = £osition of critical section along the member:
,lib ~ fWHaunch" moment"" the moment at intersection
of neutral lines of girder and column extended.
Fig. 74
M :: WiRolled Section" moment' - connection moment
r
at junction of rolled beam and knee.
M ~ Moment at my posi t10n"
(b) .Theoretical or cOTI!Puted momentsg (subscripts hand r
have been om:ltted)
Mo :s "theoretica 1 initial yield moment il of the con-~
nection for a particular loading condition. (Fig.
74)
(IO)
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M.y ~ "theoretical yield moment of the rolled section",
the moment at ~nich yield-point stress is reached
at the end of the rolled section.
(c) Experimentally observed moments: (subscripts hand r
omitted)
M(l):: "Yield Line" moment - the moment at which
the first yield line is observed (Fig. 74)
M(2) = "Visual Yield" moment - the moment at which
the plotted curve becomes non-linear as ob-
served visually.
M( 3) = "General Yield" moment (this' cri terion is
defined below)
Some of the available yield strength criteria are summar-
ized in the fo llowing paragraphs • Not all of' them have been used
in this paper.
(a) Yield Line Moment: The moment at fj.rst yieldj.ng, Ntt),
described above is a value recorded during the test, and is de-
termined by careful examin~tion of the test member after each
load increment. Fig. 76.
(b) Visual Yield Moment~ This has also been described
above and is designated in Fig. 76 as ~2r This is an approxi-
mate method dependent upon the scale to which the curve is plot-
ted and the judgement of the observer, but the moment-rotation
curves are all plotted to the same order of magnitude and the
results should be of value for comparing one connection with
another.
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(0) General Yield Moment: ~3) is determined by the graph-
ical method shown in Fig. 76. (}.·riginally suggested by one of
the author>s, (33) it has been termed the trlimit of structural
usefulness~ since it corresponds to a point at which connect-
ion deformations would begin to affect structural behavior else-
where in a continuous frame, snd the structure will no longer
serve the purpose intended.
(d) Scatter band: After dr~wing the experimental curve
to a large enough scale to indicate the scatter, the yield
strength of the structUre or member is def:i.ned as the inter-
section with the experimental curve of a line'parallel to the
elastic part and offset by one-half the scatter band width.
This method has been used by others, but has not been employed
in this paper. It is one of the most sensitive criteria.
(e) Slope Factor: Another method used by one of the
authors (34) involves the ~rawing of a line tangent to the test
curve at a slope one-third the original elastic slope. The
point of tangency is a measure of the yield strength. Compar-
isons using this method have not been made, but the method is
indicated in Fig'. '77s..
(f) Deformation Increment: Progress Report 5 (35) com"
pares the behavior of continuous beams on the basis of the per-
cent increment of centerline deflection beyond the predicted
(i.fif1ectio:n at the elastic limit moment IvT{:L)o The scheme is
:1.1.'.1 tiel j:l.eld
moment ll r'e,go fl"om the
(12)
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be obtained by extending the elastic line to .the computed in~
itial moment, M(i). The corresponding "theoretical fl as well
as the experimental rotations ma,y be read from the graph, In-
eluded in a table below is a comparison of connection behavior
·on this basis.
(g) Reduction in Moment: Another criterion previously used
in conjunction with (f) above is the percentage reduction in
. -
moment at the computed initial yield d.eflection. The method. is
also illustrated in Fig. 77-b but has not been used in this
paper.
Having described the terminology and discussed the various
possible criteria, these latter wil~ now be used to compare the
behavior of the various connections with one another and, in
some cases, with theoretically predicated values.
In Table 2 the moment at yielding, as defined by the "Yield
Line", ffVisual Yield", and "General Yield" are criteria compared
with the initial yield moment, Mh(i). The calculated initial
yield moments Mh(i) shown in column 4 of Table 2 are computed
from the wedge or flexure theory (as suitable) and take into
account the influence.ofaxial thrust as well as bending moment.
Table :2i~ also includes in column 11 the results of calculations
using the "Deformation Increment" oriterion (see above). In
two cases (connections Band P) the predicted yield moment was
not reached by the connection.
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Neglecting connection F» smmnarizing all the tests, the
three yield strength criteria give the results slwwn in Table 3.
TABlE 3 0 ~ YIELD STRENGTH OF CONFECTIONSJ , <) ,
Maximum Minimum Deviation Average
Cri terion Ratio Ratio Ratio (Max - Min) of all --
readings
Yield Line Moment Mh(l) .80 .31 .49 .55
-MhW
Visual Yield Moment Mh W 1.0'7 .39 .68 .70Mh(~)
General Yield Mh (3)
Moment - 1024 .84 .40 1.08
MhCL)
- -
Although the scatter is considerable this shows that:
(1) The first yield line was observed on the average at
about 50% of the computed initial yield value.
(2) At about 70% of the computed moment) the departure of
the exper>lmental- curve fl'om a straight line could be
detected ·~,Tisuallyo
(3) The "General Yield" averaged 8% greater than the com-
puted initial yield.
(4) The "(tenera1 Yield" criterion gives the leas'; scatter
and will be the basis of conclusions regarding the
yield strength of the connections tested. It requires
no preliminary calculations and is readily determined
using the experinlental curve.
Thus with respect to the predicting of the initial yield
(elastic) strength it is concluded that present theories are
(14)
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adequate for most of the connections. As indicated by column
10 of Table Z most of the connections have "General Yield"
values greater than the calculated initial yield mcment, lower
ratios being observed in connection Types 2~ !,and SB. This
indicates that most of the connections did not yield a signif-
icant amount until ~oad was reached greater than the predicted
value.
The points on the experimental curves that correspond to
the "Yield Line" and the "General Yield" values ere indicated
in Figs. 19, 22, 36, 37, and 44 by "y" and "YS" respectively.
According to the Deformation Increment criterion, less
scatter was observed in these tests than in the case of recent
continuous beam tests. (35) In the latter, the range of Defor-
mation Increment was from 13 to 8S%. In these connection tests
the range of incret;lse in deflection over the computed value at
Mh(i) is from 5 to 24%, the average value being 14% neglecting
connections Band P which did not develop strengths as high as
the initial yield value.
(I) Straight Knees (Connections A, K, L, M, P)
The straight knees indicate non-linear behavior at rela-
tively lower loads than the rest of the connections. Since
the rotation measurement includes a relatively short length
when compared to the larger connections, the results of accum-
ulated local yielding are in evidence at relatively lower moment
values.
Examining the "General Yield rl ratio (column 10·in Table 2)
and noting the construction details, it appears that residual
stress and stress-concentrations may affect the results. The
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number of stiffeners and hence the amount of welding increases
in the order, A-K-I.-M. In the case of Connection M, welding the
vertical stiffener near the top would introduce tensile residual
stresses. As a consequence the application of bending moment
causing tension in the outer flange, would resul t in local yield-
ing at a/J-oad lower than predicted. In the experiments the "Gen-
eral Yield" moment ratios ( 'rebla 2) increase in the order, M,
LJI K and A.
Difficulties were experienced with the measurement of ro-
tat ion in connections AS! K, and M in the later stages. This
accounts for the heavy dashed curves in Fig. 22.
(2) Tapered Haunch Knees
Connections B
,I C ~ and 1'T are the lar gest of the t~ el'ed haunch
knees tested in the program. Cpnnection B had lower yield moment
ratios and connections C and N showed higher val ues than the av-
erage for all connections. Yield lines in C and N were observed
at very nearly the same moment. In Connection C these lines were
in the haunch web (Fig. 41) and subsequently widened as shown.
For Connections C and N,yielding in the rolled sections just
outside the knee caused non-linear behavior in the moment de-
formation curves. In the case of Connection B, however, the ex-
perimental curves deviated from a straight line almost immedi-
ately after the formation of the' first yield line. 'llhe first
yielding occurred at about 41% of the computed initial yield
moment and "General Yield" at about 84% of that valt'l;e. Residual
~ - '.
J
stress probabl'y contributed to thi.s earlier yielding of connec-
etion~sincejl due to the size of the assembly there probably were
large residual stresses built up due to welding.
(16)
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Connections D, E, and F were close to the average for all of
the connections in their behavior. As in the case of the straight
knees, those connections with full-depth stiffeners (D and F)
yielded at lower moment values than the one with half-depth stiff-
eners (Connection E), Fig. 36. ~1is is so because the welding
of the half-depth stiffeners would induce relatively low residual
stress and would introduce a less severe stress concentration than
the fUll-depth stiffener.
As is indicated in Figs. 38 and. 39 the bracket and stiffeners
were obviously sufficient to prevent any large-scale yielding in
the knee area, forcing it to occur in the rolled section. Re-
ferring also to these same two figures and to Fig. 36, the full-
depth tapered stiffener as an extension of the column flange is
adequate, and the extra expense of welding a full stiffener is
not justified. Use of the tapered stiffener does permit some
additional yielding but this is insignificant.
(3) Curved Knees
For the curved knees G, H, I and J, TableZ shows that the
first yield line occurs at relatively lower moment than in the
other connection types. However, the local yielding did not
influence. seriously the deformation (note that the "General Yield"
ratio was higher than the average, 1.19 compared to 1.08). Due
. to welding) the curved inner flange should have compressive re-
sidual stresses at the edges. The formation of yield lines
observed in the tests was consistent with this pattern.
As may be noted in Figs. 15 and 41, many of the built-up con-
nections gave evidence of yielding due to shear force similar to
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that causing the unsatisfactory behavior of Connection P. How-
ever, such yielding was local in character and did not influence
the moment-rotation curves.
(4) Moment Strength of Rolled Section at Junction with Connection
The moment Mr at the end of the rolled section is a factor
in the design problem of specifying the location of the splice or
joint between the haunch and the rolled shape. As a basis for
discussion and illustration the Type 2B connection will be used.
Fig. 78-a shows a knee proportioned to attach to a p~ticular
beam. In Fig. '78-b the initial yield moment capaci 1.1 is plotted
diagramatically as ,runction of distance from the intersection
of the neutral lines of the girder and column extended.
In a frame for which the connection is proportioned, assume
that the points of inflection do not move during application of
the load. This corresponds to the test condition. If the point
of inflection (or load point) were at A, Fig. 78-c, then first
yielding would occur when the, haunch moment equals Mh(i); but
the strength of the beam at section 1-1 ~uld not have been de-
veloped. In order for the girder yield strength to be reached,
the connection muld have to yield and strain-harden until Mh =
Mh(y) as shown.
If the point of inflection were moved to position B, Fig.
78-d, then the knee would yield when Mh e Mh(i)' yield occuring
at a section such as 2-2. Unless a plastic hinge were developed
at section 2-2, wfth subsequent strain-hardening, the theoret-
ical yield strength could not be developed at section 1-1.
Only when the point of infl~ction 1s at C (Fig. 78-c) is there
justification for assuming that the connection will develop the
elastic limit strength at the end of tlHl rolled section.
(18)
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In testing the curved and the tapered haunch knees the
length of arm "a" was adjusted so that initial yielding should
occur more or less uniformly along the length of the haunch.
(This corresponds to position B of Figo 7S...d) oA load-point
at A was ruled out because, for static loa&,good.elastic de-
sign would call for haunch depth to be proportioned according
to the moment diagram~ the connection being stressed as uni m
formly as practicable along its length•. It seems Obvious that
if the connection were to develop its yield strength at section
1-1 with the load at position B, it would certainly do the same
if the point of inflection were removed to point C or beyond.
The question then to be answered is: Did the various con-
nections develop the initial yield moment (Mr(i)) at the junc-
tion between the haunch and the rolled section?- The results
of a comparison on this basis are shown in Table 4 column 7.
N is not included because of the unequal flange widths. The
data in column 7 1s obtained by dividing the observed uGeneral
Y1eld# moment (column 5~ defined previously) by the h~unch
moment at theoretical yielding of the rolled section, column 6.
The data in column 6 has &So been corrected for variation in
material properties between the material used to fabricate the
haunches and the SB13 rolled shape. The variation is shown in
Table 4.
Table 5. Two values are shown for connection C,A This is be-
cause the connection is not symmetrical and yielding would occur
sooner at one end of the connection than at the other.
The following observations are made with respect to the
data in column 7 of Table 4.
(a) Nearly all of the connections developed
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"General Yield" strengths greater than a
moment corresponding to initial yield at the
end of the connection.
(b) The straight knees have lower ratios than most
of the remaining connections.
(c) Connection B yielded at a load which was only
78% of that corresponding to rolled section
yield, and similar performance is seen for
section a~a of Connection C. The latter case
is not unexpected, under the symmetrical
loading system used, section b-b would be the
critical cross-section of the connection.
(d) As a group~ the curved knees give the best per-
formance.
In column 8 of Table 4 the connections have been com-
pared neglecting the influence of axial load in the computa-
tion of Mh(y). In all but two cases significant yielding oc-
curred at loads lower than the initial yield load in flexure
at the junction of rolled beam and connection.
(20)
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3. STIFFNESS OF CmJNECTIONS IN THE ELASTIC MlfD PLASTIC RANGE
This section will cover the load-deformation aspects of
connection behavior, including the moment-rotation and moment-
deflection curves. Both the elastic and initial inelastic be-
havior will be considered.
In Fig. 52 moment at the knee has been plotted against
the average unit rotation (total rotation in the knee divided
by the equivalent length). These are all experimentally-de-
termined curves. The solid line is the curve determined from
the control~beam test (simply-supported beam under third-point
loading).
This figure shows that all of the so-called built;fon-
nections exhibit an average stiffness greater than that of the
rolled sec,tion (8B13) in the elastic region. Only the straight
knees (Types 2 and 8B) are less rigid. It has been observed
in tests of continuous beams (35)that residual stresse~ and
stress-concentrations may cause an increase in deflections
above predicted values in the so-called elastic region~ but
the increased deformations in the connection tests are some~
what greater than those usually found in beam tests.
The increased rotations in the straight knees will increase
the bending ~oments ~nd deflections elsewhere in any frame of
which the knee is a part. Using the 8B13 section in a frame
with a column height of 10° and a beam span of 24° loaded at
the third-points 9 ,calculation has been made of the resulta
ant increase in deflection at the frame centerline. The experi-
mental gOBiRl8e1;isR rotation of connection L at the theoretical
initial yield moment was used in the analysis. The deflection
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was found to be about 10% greater than predicted due to the
increase in rotation above the vmue predicted on the basis of
complete continuity.
A. Straight Knees
Connection Pi (Type 7)
In Fig. 19~ describing the behavior of connection
P, it is evident that the "computed elastic stiffneas ff
considering both shear and flexure, is greater than the
measured slope of the experimental curve (solid line).
The actual rotations are about 13% greater than predicted
according to the 'assumptions in Part II. The theoretical
moment-rotation curves for the 8-in. and l4-in. members
are shown by broken lines. On the basia of "equivalent
length" and the assumption ~ich is implicitly assumed for
continuous connections, the elastic curve should lie be-
tween these two curves~ and is shown in Fig. 19 as a
long dashed line computed according to the theory of Part
II. The connection fails by a factor of two to develop
elastic stiffness equivalent to that assumed in elastic
design, thus elsewhere in a structure of which it were a
part stresses would be higher than the computed values.
At a moment of about 600 in.-kips, the connection
commences to yield rapidly (due to shearin the knee panel)
but at the same time it continues to carry increased bend-
ing moment. The increase in load is due to the fact that
(a) there is strain hardening in the web and ad-
ditional load 1s required to cause yielding
in those parts of the knee removed from the
haunch point 9 and
(22)
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(b) the flanges provide restraint by bending as
shown in Fig. 21.
From the discussion in Part II~ it is evident that a
calculation could be made to obtmn the required thickness
of web material such that aJrype 7 knee will mee~ the stiff-
ness requirements. This requirement for knees joining
rolied sections of equal depth was that the rotation,
'lA' measured over an equivalent length (AL. :: d) be no
greater than that given by the expression,
r;fA ~ '1'0 d • 0 • B • • • 0 0 0 0 .. • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • ( 40 )
where ¢
of Part
~ Mr ::
EI
II~ the
Mh (1 -~). From Equations (16) and (17)EI 2L
sum of the shear deformation~ t 7 $ and the
bending deformation',\) ~7$ is given by
d Mh d(1 - t' )+ -m- (1 -'2L) d ••• (41)
F
The required web thickness is obtained by equating expres-
sions 40 and 410 Further~ neglecting the influence of the
terms (1- L~) and (1 _ d ),
2L
M M M d
.1! I d ::---h.. + h
EI wd2G 2!IF.
Replacing IF by I (an assumption on the unsafe side by a
small smoun t) ,I)
~ =....L t 2~I 0
,wd2G
'Then the required web thickness 9 w,I) is given bJ7
w = 2EI _
~ d3G -
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G =11.5 x 106 psi~
(23)
w :: 2. 6~ ( 42)
d '
This expression gives the ~inum web thickness, w, to
provide adequate stiffness in the elastic region.
By comparing measured rotations with computed values
for Connection P it has been possible to make one check on
~ " '-
equation 42~ ~though it was necessary to change the terms
somewhat due to difference in depth of shape. Agreement
within 10% was observed.
Connection A (Type 2)
The moment=rotation curve for Connection A is shown
in Fig. 22. The two theoretical curves in the elastic
range are for the two differen~ assumptions made in Part
II of the paper. The dot~dash computed elastic line takes
into account both shear and flexure; the dotted nequiva~
lent length" line considers only flexure of an equivalent
length of rolled beam. It is evident from the rotation
calculations of Part II that both the deformation due tos~
<loti +0
~flexure must be considered when computing knee rotations.
Below 160 in-kips test connection A deformed only
9% above the predicted value. Larger than predicted ro~
tations would be expected due to the absence of stiffeners
to transmit the reaction at the reentrant 'corner of the
connection. The measured rotation is 58% greater than the
theoretical value at a moment of 400 in-kips:o tt was noted
previously that rotation measurements for Connection A
were unreliable in the higher rangeso
(24)
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Connections KllL 5I'M (Type 8B)
~sing Connection L as the basis for qomparison, the
experimental curve indicates rota tionf' OnI.y ib':6urt;':' 1% great-
er than that predicted. considering both shear and flexure
(dot-dash line in Fig. 22). Thus exeellent agreement in
the elastic region was obtained.
The simplest computation of rotation, that based
on tlequivalent lengthtJ as 'developed in Part II, predicts
rotations that are about 14% less. than the observed values ..
Thus this connection type does not have sufficient effec-
tive web thiCknesst~revent elastic rotations greater than
A,
those assumed by the simple theory., It would be of value
to see how wel¥the simple theory (which negl'eyts shear)
agrees with tests of other sizes and shapes of cross-
secti.on.
,
In Fig. 22 iri the inelastic region~ two fttheor~t-
ical" moment=rotation curves are drawn, one for uniform
moment throughout the equivalent length of the 1i;ne6, the
other based on the assumption that no inelastic rotation
occurs within the knee (See Part II). The first assump-
tion (dotted curve) provides the best agreement with ex-
periment over the gree tes t ra nge .At the end of, the
elastic portion and in the initial plastic range experi-
mental: values are greater than predicted by theory. Fac=
tors which contribute to this are residual stresses, stress
concentrations, and ~ertain amount of yielding due to
shear force at the higher moments.
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Deflections
Fig. 23 shows the deflection curves of the 4 straight
knees (A~K9L,M)e The theoretical curve (dashed line) is
based on assumptions outlined in Part II resulting in
Equations 33-35. The experimental deflections are great=
er than predicted by the theory used since the latter
is based on so"'called minimum requirements that do not
take shear deformation into account. This deflection
computation assumes uniform moment over an equivalent
lemgth of kne l=. A more exact comparison with the deflec-
tion curve in the elastic region could undoubtedly be ob~
tained by the use of the ftexact" predicted rotation de-
veloped in Part 110
Due to stress concentrations, residual stress, and
plastic deformation due to shear force the experimental
curves become non-linear at relatively low loads. How-
ever~ the increase in deflection does not become uncon-
trolled until a load 1s reached corresponding approxIm~te=
ly to the plas tic hing"emoment at the end of the rolled
section.
Fig. 23 also shows the theoretical curve in the
strain-hardening regiono Connection L was provided with
the best lateral support; and the agreement between theory
and experiment is good.
(26)
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B Tapered Knees
A theoretical analysis of the t~pered and curved knees is
not included in this report. A few comments on stiffness of
the two. types in the ela stic and pIa s tic range will be made.
The use of any of' the tapered knees tested in this program
as part of a frame would assure a continuity at least as great
as that implied in the assumption of complete continuity in
straight knees, (Fig. 52) Neglecting connections Nand D, the
measured stiffnes~of the connections fall wi thin a nar row band
more than twice the stiffness of the rolred section.
As shown in Fig. 36 there is a difference in behavior of
Connection E when compared with D and F. The latter with the
full-depth stiffeners at the bracket ends show increased de-
formations in the initial plastic range as compared with Con-
nection E which has half-depth stiffeners. It is suggested
that this is due to residual stresses induced due to welding of
the full-depth stiffeners (D & F) in the vicinity of the ten-
sion flange as has been discussed earlier. The half-depth
stiffener thus appears ~o have a slight advantage.
A rough comparison of the rotational stiffness of tapered
knees in the elastic range indicates the sequence N - B - C -
F"N being the most rigid (Fig. 52).D and E are not listed
because of the diffiCUlty with rotation measurement. N is stif-
fer than the others because of the wider P2 te acting as "tension"
flange. The sequence mentioned is more or less in accordance
with the minimum distances measured between the external corner·
and the inner flange which are as follows:
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N 18"
B 17"
C ... l6i"
F ... 17"
(27)
Connection F is so short that, proportionately» a greater length
is under higher moment and this results in increased deformation.
The. comparison mentioned above sugges ts tha t there may be
a rough correlation (based on the simplest of assumptions) be-
tween average unit rotation and minimum distance, dh9 measured
from external corner to the inner flange at the haunch, (Fig. 79).
The average unit rotation, ~~ of a beam under constant moment
and with constant modulus of elasticity varies inversely as I o
If the' web is neglected, then I varies 'as d 2 and,
where,
911 .~ average unit rotation
of beam with depth d V
(d 9 ~ 10414d,l) Fig.?9 )
~ . ... unit rotation.., average2
of beam with depth dh
(Fig. '79)
Comparing connection B with the rolled section curve» the
computed ratio of stiffness is
(28)
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Examining Fig. 52 st M ~ 270 in-kips, the observed unit rotation
¢a of rolled beam of depth d is
¢a .:= .0002 rad.
Then fib' the computed rotation of connection B should be
fli·
-
¢2
¢a rad •~ - •00009b ... ..,
The experimental average unit rotation for connections B, C,
and F from Fig. 52 is
¢b = 0000075 rad.
This discrepancy between computation and experiment is 17%.
(Taking the influence of the web into account the difference be-
tween experimental results and calculated value is about 5%).
Thus, the stiffness of haunched connectiom compared to the rolled
section varies roughly as the square of the minimum distance
measured between the external corner and .the inner flange. Such
a relationship is a convenience when it is desired to compute
frame reactions and "center moments" more precisely when haunched
knees are used. Over the length of the knee, the stiffness can
be modified by a constant factor arrived at by the above compar-
ison. Where the length of haunch is greater,s> more precise methods
may be used. See for example, Griffiths (1)0
C Curved Kne es
Connection J was intended ·for comparison with connections D,
E, and F. The curves in Fig. 36 show that the elastic stiffness
of all four connections is almost identical. The stiffness of
curved connections as indicated by total rotation measurements
(not shown in the figures) is in decreas~ng sequence I, H, and G.
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The deflection measurements (Fig. 44) show similar behavior since
the lengths of the rolled sections vary about the same as the
total length of test specimen. This behavior is expected since
the connections with larger equivalent lengths and thinner curved
flanges would be expected to give larger total rotations. lf~
however, the total rotation is divided by the equivalent length
to give the average unit rotations, connections G, H, and I have
very nearly the same elastic stiffness~ G being somewhat more
rigid. Connection J 1s considerably more flexible than the other
curved knees as indicated by average unit rotation (Fig. 52).
The three connections G~ H~ and l~ proportioned approximately
according to the AlSC procedures, (1) have a stiffness averag-
ing about three times that of the rolled section.
The correlation between stiffness and haunch depth, dh, sug=
gested earlier for tapered knees is fairly good for the curved
2knees. Assuming that I varies as dh~ at constant moment M =270
in-kips the measured and computed values agree within 10% as shown
in Table 6. Only the two connections with equal thickness of
inner and outer flanges are included o
Table 6
COMPARISON OF CONNECTION STIFFNESS ON THE BASIS OF HAUNCH DEPTH
Average Unit Ro ta tiorlS j) rJj) in Radians
%
.Connection Observed Computed Difference
J 9.6
;;"5
. =5
x 10 900 x 10 6.2
G 4.9 x 10...5 4.5 x 10=5 8.9
( 30)
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Thus~ for the curved and tapered knees with equal thickness
of inner and outer flanges" the average unit rotation, ¢'h~ may'
be determined approximately by the expression
o Mh ( )o 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 e 0 0- 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 e _ 0 0 43
EI
where
d • depth of rolled beam
dh=minimum distance from external corner to inner flange
~: haunch moment 0
It is emphasized 'that the above expression is developed from the
grossest of assumptions and may be coincidental to these tes ts.
4. PL,ASTIO STRENGTH AND LOAD-DEFORMATIO'N CHARACTERISTICS
BEYOND THE MAXIMUM LOAD '
4A. Introduction
In Part I of this paper the requirements for connections
were discussed from the point of view of plastic design. Three
such requirements were noted as follows:
(1) Straight connections must be capable of resisting
at the corner the full plastic moment~Mp$ of the
rolled sections joined.
(2) For straight knees the stiffness (or 9f;rig'1di ty") should
be at least as great as that of an equivalent length
of the rolled sections joined.
(3) The connection may be required to absorb further ro-
tations at nea~maximummoments after reaching the
plastic hinge condition. This property has been termed
"rotation capacity".
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No special requirement was listed for haunched kne~s since it is
not clear that plastic design is suited to frames with built-up
connections~ To give adequate factor of safety and to justify
assumptioru in analysis$ requirements (1) and (2) above ar~ also
desirable pro~erties for elastic design.
The stiffness of connections has been discussed in the pre=
vious section. If.deflection is not a matter of great concern,
increased flexibility could be allowed in the elastic range so
long as the connection eventually developed the required strength.
A special examination of a frame might be required inth1s case
to make certain that at the last plastic hinge point there was
adequate rotation capacity to counteract the influence of large
deformations at a connection. On the other hand~ if deflection
is critical in the design9 (as may well be the case) then rota-
tions beyond those implicitly assumed in design ,computations '
could have an adverse effect*.
The observed behavior of all the connections follows the
same general pattern. The initial elastic range ia followed
b~ the elastic=plastic stage (an initial plastic region) in which
the rotations and deflections gradually become larger for equal
increments of load. After a gradual increase in the amount of
yielding, local plastic instability of the compression flanges
isobservedjl tending to cause the kn.ee to buckle in a direction
normal to the plane of thelmee. WIth increasing loads the
local buckling becomes more pronounced~. and the connection col=
lapses soon after plastic buckling occurs in the web.
In Table 7 the maximum plastic moments are compared with
various computed moments for the different connections. As
The problem of plastic design apg)deforr{lstion. has been dis=
cussed in Progress Report No. 3\ v . _
(32)
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this table is studied with Fig. 74 which describes the termin-
ology~ it ~ 11 be seen.that each criterion of strength (plastic
hinge at the haunch» initial yield, rolled section yield, and
plastic, hinge at the splice) is successively more severe. In
considering the plastic strengths, then, these four criteria
form a basis for the discussion.
(a) How does the observed maximum haunch moment Mb,(4) compare
with the plastic hinge moment of the rolled sect10n~ Mh(a)?
Column 5 of Table 7 shows that ~l of the connections ex-
cept Connection P will develop the predicted plastic hinge
moment Mh(a) at the intersection of the neutral lines of column
and girder. It'is rather obvious that built-up connections
would be more than adequate in this resepct since so much addi-
tional material·is supplied at the haunch. It would certa~nly
be wasteful of material if haunches were used only to assure the
development of plastic hinge strength.
(b) How does the maximum observed haunch moment compare, with the
computed initial yield moment 9 Mh(i)?
This important gener~ comparison 9 suggested by Mr.T. R. H_~gg~ns,
is shown in column 7 of Table 7. Excepting Connection P (whose
deficiencies have already been discussed) and Connection B, the
knees exhibited a reserve strength beyond the elastic limit
greater than that of a simply-supported beam under pure bending~
.~- ..
The ratios.range from 1021 to 1047 , for the pure bending of a
beam, the ratio of the maximum load carried compared to the load
at which the test member is computed to yield (this ratio is
called the "shape factor') ranges from 1012 to 1 020 and for the
8B13 shape is 1015.
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(c) How does the maximum observed haunch moment compare with
the predicted yield moment of the rolled section, Mh(y) ?
The results of ~his comparison are shown in colunln 9 of Table 7.
Al though it has been seen in an earlier par t of this paper that
all of the connections yielded at moments less than a villue
equivalent to the yield moment at the splice, all of the con-
nections ~ventually developed strengths greater than this value
except Connection B and one arm of Connection C.
The behavior of Connection B requires particular attention,
since it is rather commonly used. In Fig .. 81 the initial yield
moment capacity of the connection at each cross section is given
b;; line "a". The load was at position S and thus the theoret-
icalmoment distribution corresponding to the initial yield
oondition at the splice, Mr(y)' is shown by line fIb" 0 The
actual moment diagram at collapse is given by line "c", where
Mh(4)!Mh (y) g 00940 According to these results, if a knee of
this type had been designed rather closely to the moment diagram,
are-design V'Ould be necessary, extending the haunch splice point
towards the center of the frame until the moment at the end of
the rolled section was only 94% of the yield moment.. An alter-
nate is to design the haunch wi th a,<:,thicker inner flange plate.
Two other factors probably influenced the 'behavior of Con-
nection Bg the method of lateral support and residual stress.
As will be remembered, Connection B was the first' of the larger
built-up knees to be tested and the vertical guide system of
lateral support was used (Fig .. 15) 0 Tl'1is scheme lacks the stiff-
ness inherent in the direct tie bars used on the later curved
knees (Fig. 16) 0 Fig•.80-b shows the lateral deformation that
(34)-
occured normal to the plane of the knee §fter the connection
had yielded, indicating insufficient support stiffness. Fur-
ther, the tendency toward lateral buckling will be greatest in
this connection type. Because of the loading and shape of knee
a considerable length of it yields at the same load. On' ~~e
other hand, in the curved kneeS yielding js c'oncentrated in one
area, (compare fig. 40 with 49 for an example). Buckling of
the inner compression flange should occur when the flange be.
,.
comes plastic. The longer the length of haunch that is yielded,
the more severe will be the buckling tendency.
The second factor influencing the behavior of Connection B
is residual stress. Knees of this type, completely built-up by
welding, ~ontain residual stresses which are probably of similar
form to those induced when a rolled shape cools after rolling.
Tensile stresses would be formed along the line of the weld and
compressive stresses would be present at the flange edges. When
the inner compression flange yields due to the residual stress,
then its buckling strength is reduced and lateral deformation
,
such as that shown in Fig. 80-b would occur~ More studies of
the Type 2B connection are planned.
moment -
(d) How does the maximum observed rolled section"Mp (4)compare
with the ,computed plastic hinge moment at that point, MrCp)~
This comparison is shown in line 11 of Table '7.
The straight knees (Types 2 and 8B) and the connections with
the 0 satisfactory • The Type 7 straight knee does45 haunch are
not quite de~elop the yield strength (although it has good rota-
tion capacity), and one of thecurved'knees and the tapered Con-
nection B are unable to defona plastically and still maintain
their cross-sectional form sufficiently to develop the rolled
beam hinge moment'at the spli~e. Thus p it is not possible,to
arbitraril extend the plastic design method, to such an extent
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that the position of the splice between beam and connection is
selected on the basis of the predicted 'plastic hinge moment at
that point. If such a procedure were to be followed, suffici-
ent thickness of material must be placed in the inner flanges
so that yielding will occur in the rolled section at the splice
and not within the knee itself,
'As noted earlier, it is not clear at this time that plastic
design is suited to frames with haunched connections, although
there are certain possibilities which will be mentioned later on.
Before discussing in detail the strength of the various con-
nections the problems of plastic instability and lateral support
and of rotation capacity will be mentioned.
4B Plastic Tnstability and L,ateral Support
. Commercially 'available cross-sectional shapes 'such as those
used in this program are proportioned in such a manner that local
buckling of flange or of web elements does not occur in the
elastic range. Similarly the members and complete connections
were'of short enough lengths that elastic lateral buckling was
not possible.
However, once the elastic limit is passed (and residual
stresses may cause this situation at lower than expected loads)
both local and lateral buckling follow since, in the yielded area,
the tangent modulus is reduced from about 30,000,000 psi to a
value approaching zero. The fact that immediate collapse does
not occur may be attributed to the yield1.ng process for struc-
tural steel.(31) The subject of local inelastic instability is
being currently studied at Lehigh University.
It is emphasized" however'.9 that plastic instability was in-
volved in the collapse of every connection tested, and in most
cases brought about final collapse.. Similar connections joining
'0
{36}
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members of other WF shapes would be expected to perform at least
as well since. the light 8B13 sectiQn has low-resistance to local
instability in the inelastic range of stress.
The onset of yielding results in ~arked reduction in stiff-
ness1 this of course necessitates the use of lateral support in
a test program. The three methods used for providing lateral
support were described in Part Iof this paper. The results of
these tests, together with others, indicate that for members
with cross-sectional form similar to the 8B13 shape, the flex-
bar support system is much better than the vertical guide system.
The latter introduces friction when the tendency to lateral de-
formation begins. Furthermore, the vertical guides, ,being more
flexible, allow more lateral deflection imich in turn further
aggravates the buckling tendency. Local and lateral inelastic
buckling start at very nearly the same time. For straight knees
this may be seen by reference to Figs. 30 and 31.
,
The improved support provided by the flex-bars as against
the vertical guide system is clear from a comparison of the
final buckled shape of Connections B and G. Lateral support on
G (flex-bars) was adequate to cause collapse to occur in an
S-shaped pattern (.Fig. 46h· Connection B however, buckled in a
single half~wave~ Fig. 80. Fig. 52 shows that the r~sult of
imprOVing the lateral support is to increase the rotation capa-
city . (compare D and E. with F ~ and compare A and K with Land. M) ..
It was confirmed in this investigation that a rather smail
force is required initially to prevent sidewise deformation.
However, when the flange elements buckle locally~ tending to
cause lateral buckling~ then this force increases rapidlY$
(37)
(Fig. 30 and 43). Bracing at the knee fo~ oonnections of this
type would be adequete in the plastic range' if it could carr7
about 10% of the total thrust on the knee Grid were tied to a
rigid supporting structure.
COnnections M and L, having about the same strengths~
provide further opportunity for examining the influence of l~ t-
eral support. Whereas M eonnnences to lose the ability to c~rry
load after a deflection of about 0.7" (Fig. 23), L continues to
carry increased load. The importance of adequate lateral sup'"
port is evident since Connection L has less stiffening than
Connection Mo Compar ing Conn.ections F and D" Fig. 36, the
latter has the most effective web stiffening~ but F develops
greater strength. Effective lateral support is the only explan~
ation~ partlcula~ly sinOe the load~defleQtion cu~ves are identi-
cal in the. elastic and EH3i'11y plastic regiot.i.e
It is concluded that effecti~e lateral support is ~ore
significant than va:r1ation i.n fabrication details insofar' as
plastic strength of connections is concernedo Although, for
the two connection types compared in the above paragraph~ infer=
ior lateral support did not prevent the members from reaching
the predicted load,9 the more posi t:1:\7e support in each case in-
creasedcarI"ying capaCity- and in particulC:lI'lI the rotation
capacity.
To be most effective it is evident that lateral support
must be provided as close to the expected point of yielding as
possibleo Referring to Figo 52, the built=up knees may be com-
pared as a group with the straight knees (AjlKjlL,M)o In the
latter the point of' lateral support.9 wh:ich is the reentrant corner,
, (38)
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coincides with the point at ~1ch flange yielding will first
. ,
occur. .Support is thus provided a t the location at which it
is needed the most. However in the hannched knees (B,G,H,I,J)
- , '
lateral support cannot be provided along the, whole length of
inner flange. In the tests local buckling occurs at locations
remote from the point of lateral support and as a consequence
collapse is relatively rapid. This behavior is also seen within
the group of curved knees themselves. Connections I and J have
the shortest effective lengths and possess better plastic rota-
tion characteristics than connections G and H which buckle
more rapidly 0 In haunched connections it would appear that
lateral support s~ould be provided at the end of the haunches
(splice points), and also at the mid-length of the inner flange.
Use of a channel ,shape formed to fit the inner flange has been
suggested to improve resistance to lateral buckling.
4C Local Buckling and Rotation Capacity
The moment at Which visible 10ca1.buckling of flange ele-
ments occurred in each of the connections has been shown in Fig.
52. The designation of two observations f~~ Connection N
corresponds i first~ to buckling of the column flange and, second,
to local deformation of the beam flange. In the straight knees'
(A,K,L, and M) the moment at first observed local buckling was
nearly identical in all the tests. (Fig. 22 shows this da'ta to
a ,larger scale). Local buckling occurred at an average unit
rotation of about 0.00033 radiana per inch in curved and haunched
knees.
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Referring to Fig. 22.'/ local buckling is indicated at two
places for Connection L.. One is at a moment at 520 in-kips
which corresponds to local buckling of the girder flange. At
a moment of 588 in-kips the colt~n flange buckled.'/ a higher
moment being required due to the extra stiffening supplied to
this flange by the end plateo Beyond this point.'/ rotations
increased very rapidly although the connection continued to
carry load.
'rheae ,tests show that local bu~;;kling is followed almost
immediately by a significant increase in deformation per.unit
of load increment and in some cases by almost immediate col-
lapse. If plastic design is ever to be adopted then it 1s
essential to develop a specification for proper geometric pro~
portions of rolled shapes to prevent premature inelastic buck-
ling. A study of this is included in the current program ~
Lehigh University mentioned earlier.'iio
In Part I of this report» in the section "Requirements
for Connections" the importance of adequate rotat ion capacity
in the case of strai.ght knees 'lives emphasized as follows:
tfThe knee '(straight) may be required to absorb further
rotations at near=maximum moments after reach:lng the
plastic hinge conditiono This property has been termed
9rotation capacity~o The precise requirement depends
on degr"ee of restra int}l the loading and the length.,.
depth z'stio of the portal beam".
* Plastic local buckling of outstanding flanges is a problem·
that apparently has not concerned investigators in th~ R~'t1sh
Isles and on the continent of Europe. The reasonprobebly
lies in the fact that the I-shape has inherent resiterice to
local buckling that the WF shape does not possess. Since the
latter 1s not in general use in those areas" the problem has
not required serious attentiono
(40)
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A rotation capacity of about eight times the total rotation at
initial yield was suggested for a uniformly loaded beam fixed
at the ends with a length-depth ratio of 30, For portal frames
under vertical loading this constitutes a rather severe require-
ment since the girder ends are not completely restrained. In-
deed.ll if the loading were such that in the elastic region the'
center and connection moments were nearly equal.ll then theoreti-
cally no rotation capacity would be required to develop the
predicted ultimate load-carrying c.apacityo In elast~c design
there is no requirement for a reserve rotation capacity although
ductility is desirable as a safeguard against brittle failure.
A speci~ied rotation capacity is a requirement peculiar to plas-
tic design.
Local buckling followed by lateral instability is the
phenomenon that most directly limits the abili ty of a connee-··
in .
tion to rotate under constant momento If local~tability did
not occur.ll then.ll after reaching the plastic hinge condition.ll
the connection would merely rotate under nearly constant moment.ll
a condition assumed by the simpie plastic theory and the plastic
design method based upon that theory. On the other hand, the
occurence of the first local buckling does ?ot necessarily re~
suIt in immediate collapse and loss in moment capacity of a
connectiono As confirmed by the tests.ll the two factors of
predominant importance are the geometric proportions of the
cross-section an~ the efficiency of the lateral support systemo
Connections with the deepest haunches and thinnest flanges
(G and B) have the poorest rotation capacity (Figo 52). The
I .
rotation capacity of Connections H and I with relatively thick
flanges of small radius is better i~ e~ah case thari that of
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Connection G. See Table 8.
.,;;;;TA;,;,;;;BL=E §.
RADIUS AND THICKNESS OF CURVED INNER FLANGES
Connection Radius Thickness
G 32" 1/4"
H 22" 3/8"
I 16" 1/2"
Connection J has good rotation capacity and the intermediate
flange stiffeners are probably helpful in this respect. The
straight knees with the smallest haunch depth have the best
rotation capacity. None of the connections have rotation capa-
cities as large as straight knees Land M.
The efficiency of the lateral support system was the second
factor mentioned as governing the rotation behavior of connect-
_..
tions after local buckling occurs. In the straight connections
the maximum flange stress is at the reemtrent corner. As was
mentioned earlier this is consequently the region at which local
- --
buckling will first occur. This is also the point at which
lateral support is provided (this was done most effici~ntl~v~n.:
the case of Connection L), and it will be seen that 16cal buck-
ling was not followed by immediate lateral buckling and collapse.
(Fig. 22). If ade~uate lateral support is provided at the point
at which local buckling is expected, then local buckling is sym-
metrical about the web as shown in Fig. 82. There is little
tendency toward lateral buckling. However, when later plast10
deformation occurs at cros8=sections removed from the point of
lateral support, local buckling commences on one side of the
( 42)
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flange (Fig~ 82) inducing lateral motion p the web defor.m~, and
~he connection collapses. Connection L, is an example of this
behavior. Fig. 29 shows the pattem of local buckling on on~
side of the connection. RefeI'ringa1so to Figs. 82. and 22, sym-
metrical local buckling in the girder flange waS observed at
a moment of 520 in-kips and in the ,col:umn flanges at a moment
of 588 in~k1ps. Unsymmetrical local buckling did not occur
until the moment reached 616 in=kips at arot~tion greater than
the maximum shown in Fig. 22. This was near the maximum moment
and collapse followed shortly thereafter~ As was stated earlie~"
it 'is not feasible to'provide 1a teral support in built-up connec-
tions at ever,y paintat which local buckling is to be expec ted.
Thus the local buckling is not symmetrical in the haunched con-
nections and they are unable to maintain their maximum moment
strength through further rotations.
Rotation capacity is improved by the use of stiffeners which
maintain the cross-sectional shape and prevent deformation of
the web. Connections A, K~ and M were all tested with 'the vert-
ical guide lateral support system. Connection.M exhibited good
rotation capacity~ although a ,"collapse curve" was not determined
for Connections A and K, it was observed that the load was drop;"
ping off rapidly. Of these thI'ee connections, only M was sup-
plied with a stiffener in way of the colUmn flange, so that the
advantage of such a stiffener in improving the rotation capa..
c1ty 'is evident. Fig. 26 shows the manner in wh1c~ yielding
and web crippling tend to occur directly opposite the flange ex-
tensions. Thus the effect of vertical stiffeners is to prevent
100al web buckling directly over the ftange, the cross;"sect1onal
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shape being maintained~ increasing the rotation capacity. The
use of numerous stiffeners normal to the flange accounts at
least in part for the ability of Connection J to maintain its
moment strength through a considerable rotation after the elastic
limit was passed (Fig. 52).
Tn summary~ then~ lateral support should be provided where
local buckling is expected~ the latter occurring at points of
maximum stress. The provision of stiffeners normal to the com-
pression flange at points where buckling is expected. will assist
in improving rotation capacity.
The collapse of the tapered and curved haunched connections
after reaching the maximum moment is more sudden than the rest
pf the connections. This need not constitute a difficulty
since such knees are a product of one of the basic principles
of elastic design, i.e. i provide material as nearly as, possible
in proportion to the expected bending moments. As mentioned
in Progress Report 3~ whenever a structure can be efficiently
designed by elastic methods (where depth of section may· be
varied to suit the moment diagram) there1s doubtful advantage
of plastic methods.
However~ if the built-up connections were sufficiently stable
after the maximum moment were reached~ it is conceivable that
one might make use of this behavior in design. A frame might be
proportioned for one loading condition~ and the plastic behavior
at the connections might result in a structure just as safe for
some other distribution of load. As a result appreciable sav-
ings of material might be realized. Suppose~ for example, that
two critical conditions of loading on a portal frame resuit in
the moment diagrams of Fig. 64~a 8nd ~·b. The sections BCD
( 44)
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frame would not be in danger, under the "full load"* there would
merely be a further redistribution of motion that would tend to
increase again the moment at C. Similar behavior would be ob=
served in case the foundation atA were the one to settle.
If haunches in multiple span single~story frames could be
demonstrated to develop plastic hinges 9 this would be of further
advantage since design procedures might thereby be simplified.
Such a procedure could take the form of an almost arbitrary
proportion of haunch length for architectural considerations
with the rolled shape selected to carry the remaining simple
span moment diagram (c = e = d in Fig. 86).
If rotation capacity~ required at a haunch 9 it seems
. that the most economical approach would involve making the haunch
sufficiently strong so that yielding would first occur at the
splice point where adequate plastic characteristics can be more
easily assured.
Among the factors that would require special ~ttention are
the following~
(a) Rotation capacity of the haunch. It would be neces-
sary to specify the required amount of rotation capa~
city. A study would be necessary to indicate how it
is to be obtained.
«b) Deflection limitations. The additional rotation at
the plastic hinge would mean additional deflection
elsewhere in the frame.
'* Working load multiplied by factor of safety.
( 46)
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(c) Economic considerations. Additional expense would be
involved to assure adequate rot,etion capacity. This
would have to be offset by savings resulting from
the shorter haunch length and/or from the simpler de-
sign approach.
Even if a haunched knee had no rotation capacity, the plas-
tic behavior of the girder would still allow the frame designed
for the moment diagram m own in Fig. 85·0. to carry the moments
of Fig. 85-b (assuming that other possible limitations to
plastic design were met). A plastic fihinge ft would form in the
girder at point B, after which the haunch moments would in~
crease to MI. It would be required that(M3 + M~ ~ (MI + M~ a:r:-d
that the beam have adequate rotation capacity. Thus the extra
material required by M3 > M2 might be saved.
4D Summary of Plastic Behavior of Various Connection Types
U)'Straight Knees (A» K, L,M 9 P)
The four straight knees A~ K, L &M show an adequate re-
serve of strength beyond the elastic limit as shown by the com-
parison in column '7 of Table '7 0 Although A and K are slightly
deficient, they also develop the full plastic strength of the
rolled section at the end of the knee (column 11, Table 7).
Connections Land M have adequate rota tion cap a.ci ty due in
part to improved lateral support and to the stiffening of the
girder web in the case of Connection M. For some applications
the indicated rotation capacity of connections A and K might
be insufficient.
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Connection p. develops n~lther the required strength 1 stiff~
ness nor I'otat ion capacity. ~~'* This is due to the insufficient
web thickness j although in the final stages of the test local
. buckling occurred together' with the formation of a fracture.
Both of these phenomena were probably factors leading to col-
lapse. The test wes stopped as soon as it had been established
that the load had passed the maximum.
Although the fracture did not lead to serious trouble" the
test of Connection P indicates a detail which should be avoided.
Referring to Fig. 24 the design requires that the tension load
in the column flange be t:l"ansf6:pl""ed to the gil'der web. Since
in the vicinity of the cut-away portion of th~ stiffener only
the web itself is available to transmit a proportion of this
flange load" there is a stress concentration which led to the
failure'*. Therefore 1 use of the end plate data1.l as in Type
BB connections is to be preferred~ accomplishing a more even
transfer of load and in addition provid:i.ng further economy 0
.(2.) TAPERED HAUNCHES
Connections D~ E1 and F have an adequate reserve of strength
beyond the elast:i.c limit (iJolumn '7 of Table 7) and develop the
'* The beam end was rough~flnished9 creating additional stress
concentrations. However)) the fracture did not occur until
considerable local n.eoking had taken place.
~~'* Depending on the proportions of a frame of which Connection
P 'W1f.U:j a par t and upon the deflection limitation, Con=
nection P m.ight be considered adequate if it were the first
plastic hinge to formo _
(48)
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full beam strength at the end of the rolled section (column ll)e
The improved behavior of F over D (the ]a tter possesses the
greater stiffening) 1s attributed to more effective lateral
support which also probably accounts for the improved rotation
capacity of Connection Folf such connections were to be used
in lieu of straight knees then lateral support should be provi.
ded at the ends of the haunch if good rotation capacity is to
th~1")
be obtained o rather~at the center of the compressive flange
as was done in these testso
Connections C and N~ as tested under sYmmetrical loading,
developed adequate plastic strength at one end of the haunch
and not at the othero This is to be expected since one end is
subjected to more severe bending moment than the othero If
lateral support were provided at both ends of the haunch, im-
proved behavior might be expectedo
Connection B does not develop either the yield strength or
the plastic strength of the beam at the end of the hauncho
Neither does it develop the theoretical initial yield strength,
and the reasons for this have been discussed earliero Under
such yieldingo On the other hand,9 when the same member has a
steep moment gradient as in the case of straight knees (A,K9L s M)
it has no difficulty in carrying a moment that is even greater
o
than the maximum control beam momento
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Probably the simplest means of improving the design of this
connection is to increase the inner flange thickness. With
this improvement it 'Would be an effective connection for design
Of all the knees tested, the curved connections show the
greatest reserve strength beyond the elastic. limit (column 7,
Table 7). Tb.e three connections, G" H, and I develop the yield
strength of the rolled section at the splice and also develop
there the pIa s t:lc hinge strength of the rolled section (column
.. .~
11, Table 7) 0 The procedures rec:ommended by the AlSC for the
design of curved knees thus appear to have additional merit in
the plastic r'ange of stress. The rotation capacity improves
with decrease in radius of curvature and increase of flange
thickness .In facti, at a slight decrease in moment" Connection
I satisfies the requirements mentioned earlier fOI' rotation ca-
pacity of straight knees.
Prior to collapse connection J develops the yi,eld strength
of the rolled :section but just fails to develop the full strength
of the rolled section. Thus a system of vertical stiffening
appears to be somewhat less effective than increased flange
thickness as specified by the AlSO rules. Compared with
Connections D, E~ and F~ both ~he strength and rotation
capaci ty of Connection J' are greater.
(50)
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5. ECONOMY
The bending moment diagram for a rigid frame usually falls
off sharply from the center of the knee; the greater the length
of haunch the greater the reduction. Thus the splice moment
may be materially less than the haunch moment. As a consequence"
the members joined by a haunched knee may be considerably lighter
in weight than those required for a straight knee. Therefore,
the greater the length of knee the greater the economy of rolled
An increase in haunch length~ however~ is accompanied by
an increase in cost of fabrication. Since the selection of the
members of a frame is dependent on the moment diagrams, Wlich
vary for each span, height, and loading condition, no general
comparison can be made in this paper. Attention is called,
however, to the relation between lmee lengths and the relative
time of cutting and welding as shown in' Fig 83. Except for
Connections Nand J y it is evident that fabr'ication time (ex-
clusive of handling) increases in almost direc~ proportion to
the total length of the connection. This length is measured
along the neutral lines from the haunch point to the splice
between the connection and the rolled shape.
Examining the straight knees as a group it is evident
from Fig. 10 that Connection A is the most economical. How=
ever an Bddition~l factor to be considered is that speci~l
plant equipment might be required to make the 45° cut in lar ge
quantity production. Comparing Connections K, L, and. M" it is
not evident from the tests that the increased cost of inserting
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vertical stiffeners is warranted unless the full plastic strength
is to be' developed and unless rotation capacity is specifically
required. If this is the case then the use of vertical stif-
feners is essential. The difference in cost between Land M
is a measure of scatter since L should actually involve less
welding time.
Examining Connections D~ E, and F~ the use of half-depth
stiffeners indicates an advantage over those of full-depth.
From a strength point of view there is little to separate the
two designs so that some real economy might be realized bs the
use of half-depth stiffeners if large numbers of·connections
were involvede Providing F and D do not differ because of ex-
perimental scatter, Fig 10, it is somewhat more expensive to
bevel the "inner" stiffener,9 even thcmgh this eliminate~ a. 11ne
of welding as compared with~. Undoubtedly, however, if the
sniped plates were prepared' in mass production$! Cormect10n F
. . .
would be more economical since a special f1tt~ng operation
1s required for the vertical inner stiffener used in Connec-
tions D and Ee Thus on a cost basis E is to be preferred over
F and F over D.
A comparison may be made between Connections Band H.Both
are about the same length (Fig. 63). B is about 25% more ex-
pensive, although th1s ratio would be reduced by th~ extra cost
of material for H and the expense of rolling the curved inner
flange. As is seen from Fig. 52 and the comparisons contained
in earlier sections~ the load carrying capacity of Connection H
1s considerably greater than that of B.
( 52)
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Further general or specific comparisons are difficult to
make, since economy of rolled section, carrying capacity of
haunch, and expense of haunch fabrication must all be consid-
ered.
In arriving at an economical design from the ove~ll view-
point of cost of members and of fabrication of the joint, one
might suggest beginning with a trial selection of straight
member using straight knees. To be compared with the above
trial design is another in which the members are lighter in
weight and not capable of carrying the knee moment. The points
near the joint where strengthening must begin can be ascertained
from the moment diagram, and thus the knee lengths are estab=
lished and the joint designed. A comparison of costs may now
be made which will include cost of members and cost of knee
fabrication.
The introduction of curved knees and tapered haunches into
a design also allows for a savings in fabricating costs due to
the fact that a smaller rolled shape would be handled, joined,
and fabricated than would be required in case straight knees
were used.
The disproportionate expense of connection J (Fig. 83)
does not appear to warrant this form of construction.
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6. FURTHER RESE/1RCH
( 53)
In the interest of shortening this paper a separate note
on proposed research has been prepared.(36) Generally a means
of improving straight knee performance is warranted if it can
be done at small extra expense. The use of doubler plates in
lieu of diagonal stiffeners is a possibility. The influence
of size and shape of cross=section requires further examina-
tion. In the built-up connections a considerable amount of.
analytical work remains to be done and further tests are war-
ranted at the present time. For various knee proportions,
dependable splice mmnents must be established.
(54)
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II ~ SUM MAR Y AND 0 ON 0 L U S ION S
The sta tements and conclusions which follow are based on .
the connections tested and the rolled shapes examined •
. 1: 0 0 nne c t ion T y pes
(1)· TYPE 2 (OonnectionA)
(a) By taking into account both shear and moment the
experimental elastic moment-rotation curve can be
predicted by theory within about 10%0
(b) The Type 2 connection develops adequate strength
but the Type 8E connection is preferable because
. - -
of cost factors involved in plant equipment and
improved performance in the plastic range.
(c) Although the difference was not marked, this con-
nection takes less time to fabricate than the Type
\
8B conn.ections.
(2) TYPE 2B (Connection B)
(a) This knee does not quite develop the moment at the.
haunch corresponding to the initial yield condi~
tion.
(b) When compared to the other built=up models~ the less
desirable behavior of this connection under the
"worst loading condition" selected ~s dueprima~:tiy
to the fact that the whole length of the inner com-
pression flange yIelds simultaneously. Residual
stress is a factor since it causes this yielding to
occur at a lower load than predicted j) further a'ggra-
vating the tendency toward lateral buckling.
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(c) On the basis of this one test" the initial yield load
is the true limiting carrying capacity•. Alternate
possibilities are to extend the haunch a greater dis-
tance into the frame" to increase the size of rolled
section and shorten the haunch, or to increase the
inner flange thickness.
(d) The average unit rotation, ¢h' for the knee may be de-
te~ned approximately by the expression
. 2
¢'h ~ 2d • ~
dh2 EI
where dm rolled section depth, dh :: haunch depth,
and Mh =haunch moment.
(3) 'fiFE 4 (Connections DjlE,F)
(a) The best design of these three knees·fs ConnectionE.
Further improvement could be realized by using a
sniped full-depth stiffener as an extenSion to the
inner column flange and by suppor~ing the connection
laterally at the ends of the haunch. -Additional
economy could be realized by replacing the two ex-
ternal stiffeners with an end plate as in the .Type
-14 Connection,\l Fig. 4 .. -
(b) With this connection type (Which was not tested under
a worst loading condition) the connections indicate
adequate reserve of strength above the yield point.
The rolled section strength is fully developed at the
splice ..
(c) Lateral support should be provided at the splices if
good rotation capacity is to be obtained in the plas-
tic range~
( 56)
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(4) TYPE 5A (Connections G,H,I,J)
(a) The curved knees designed according to theAISC
specificat ions (1). (G, H, and I) performed in excel-
lent fashion. Both the initial yield strength ~nd
the full plastic strength at the end of the rolled
section were developed (Table 7). The reserve
strength above the predicted yield load is more than
adequate.
(b) ~ The average unit rotation is about one-third that
of the rolled beam, and for the same thickness of
curved inner flange may be determined within 10% by
the expression given in paragraph 2 (d) above.
(0) A system of vertical stiffening, such as that.used in
J in lieu of increased flange thickness is not to be
recommended on the basis of these tests! For Its
strength and length, Connection J is relatively ex-
pensive. 'One advantage of this system of stiffening
is to improve rotation capacity.
(5) TYPE (7) (Connection P)
(a) ·External to the 1me8,ythe elastic stress di.stribution
is in accordance with ordinary beam theory except in
the local region within a distance from the knee of
half the depth of the section.
(b) .Within the knee,: flange stresses decrease linearly
,
from the crltical section at the splice to the exter-
nal end of the flange~ Shear stresses in the web
are larger than those "a1; the critical section for
bending ..
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(c) Yielding due to shear force in the knee web occurs at
about 50% of' the mO"r'nent corrGspond:i.ng to the flexural
yield point. Agreement with theory V~8S wJ. th:tn. a few
percent. The subsequent additional rotation cannot
be tolerated in most engineering structures and means
rrmst be taken to avoid such failure. Diagonal stiff-
eners or web doubler plates are recommended. The
expression
w ~ 28
~
~n which 8 = section modulus and d= girder depth)
gives the required web th:tclmess to prevent prema-
ture web yielding.~~ Using this relationshiI) ell WF
and I shapes have been examined, :1 t ha G be en found tha t
no WF shape has adequate web thickness, and in the
American Standard I series only the heaviest shapes
have adequate web thickness.
(d) As tested~ this connection type has somewhat inade-
quate strength characteristics since it falls sho'rt
of developli:ng the comI2~ted yield strength of the
weak~r of the two members joined.
(e) In the elastic range this connection is more flexible
than predi c ted by the tb.eory deve loped. Further.ll 1 t
is twice as great as that implied in ordinary deflec-
tion calculations on the basis of complete rigidity
at the connections. If the web thickness~ w~ were such
that
w ~ 2.6 S/d 2
then.ll theoretically' a t least, adequB te elastic stiff=
* Further tests designedospecific211y to check this expression
are adv'isable.
(58)
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ness 1s assured.
tf) An end plate is preferable to intermediate stiffeners
for transmitting the tension load in the exterior
column flange to the web of the girder. Such a
scheme is used in Type 8 and 14 Connections, Fig. 4.
(6) TYPE 8B (K L M)
(a) The diagonal stiffening used was adequ;ate to prevent
serious yielding due to shear force.
(b) Excellent agreement between theoretical and experi-
mental moment~rotation curves was obtained in the
elastic range. This rotation is somewhat greater
(14%) than the equivalent length stiffness implied
in the ordinary computation of deflections in con-
tinuous structures.
(c) Good agreement between theory and experiment was also
obtained for inelastic moment-rotation and moment...
deflection curves when it was assumed that the moment
was uniform over the equivalent length of the knee.
(d) These connections yield at a considerably lower load
than predicted, probably due to residual stress and
stress concentrations. However the ultimate strengths
developed are very close to the plastic hinge moment.
(e) The half-depth stiffener as used in L is 'preferred,
decreasing the small influence of residual stress. It
is doubtful that K has adequate rotation capacity,
whereas Connections Land M are excellent in this re-
specto
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(7) TYPE 15 (C)
(59)
(a) TDis knee would normally be designed for a non-uni-
form moment gradient but was tested with an equal
moment gradient on each leg. This amounts to examin-
ing the connection under a second loading condition.
Although it develops the plastic hinge strength at
one end, it does not reach the yield or full plastic
strength at the other splice. L·ittle improvement in
this characteristic could be obtained with a more
rigid system of lateral support, since the strength
at section b~b (see sketch) was somewhat greater than
obtained in Connection L with its efficient lateral
support sys tem.
(b) The elastic average unit rotat ion is given approxi-
mately by the expression of paragraph 2 Cd) above.
(8) TYPE 16 (N)
The behavior of Connection N is similar to that of
Connection C described above.
(60)
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2.8 t r u c t u r alB e h a v lor
(1) YIELD ::'-TREN GTE:
(a) The following criteria were selected for evaluating
the behavior of the various connections:
1. "Yield Line Moment" (MI ) - the moment at which
the first yield line is observed.
2. "Visual Yield Moment" (M2 ) - the moment. at·which
the plotted curve becomes nonlinear as visually
observed.
3. "General Yield Moment" (M3 ) - a moment determined
by graphical construction to indicate significant
inelastic deformation.
4. "Deformation Increment" - the percent increment
of deflection beyond the predicted value at
the computed elastic limit moment.
(b) In general the first yielding occured at about 50% of
the computed initial yield moment." This yielding was due to re-
sidual stress· and stress concentrations. At about 70% of the
computed moment the departure of the experimental curves from
linearity could be detected visually. The "General Yield Moment"
was on the average greater than the predicted initial yield
moment, indicating a good reserve of strength beyond the elastic
limit.. Connections Band P were exceptions. The deformation
incrementat the theor etical elastic lim!t ranged from 5 to 24%.•
(c) Nearly all of the connections developed "General Yield"
strengths greater than a moment corresponding to initial yield
at the end of the connection.
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'( 2) TJLTIMATE STRENGTH
(a) Only the Type 7 connection was unable to carry a
haunch moment equivalent to the plastic hinge value of the rolled
section.
(b) All of the connections except Band P developed a
moment-carrying capacity considerably greater than the calcu-
lated initial yield moment.
(c) Except for Connection B each of the knees developed a
haunch moment greater than that corresponding to the yield
strength of the rolled section at the splice, due account being
taken of axial thrust.
(d) Some of the hsunched connections did not develop the
full rolled beam strength at the haunch ends. This does not imply
that the connections were necessarily inadequate, frames using
such connections would probably be proportioned in such a·way
that the yield moment would be reached at the critical sections
simultaneously.
( 3) STIFFNESS
(a) Expressions for elastic stiffness of straight knees
have been developed which give fair agreement with Type 7 con-
nections and good agreement with Types 2 and 8B, (diagonally
stiffened). The development also includes expressions for the
rotational stiffness of straight knees of the three types with
equal and with unequal depths of rolled shapes meeting at the
connection.
(4) lillSIDUALSTRESS
(a) Residual stress (combined inseparably in some cases
with stress concentration effects) accounts for a lowering of
\ '-)
( 62)
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the initial yield strength. In some flexural members the in~
fluence is not permanent and disappears after larger rotations
are experienced.
(b) Residual stress was pessibly a factor in bringing
about the early collapse of the Type 2B Connection B. The reason
is that the haunch compression flange acts as a restrained col-
umn and it appears that residual stress will certainly influ~
ence the carrying capacity of compression members, although
its influence on some flexural members may be negligible.
(5) INELASTIC INSTABILITY
(a) Plastic instability was involved in the collapse of
every connection and in most cases brought about final col-
lapse. If plastic design is ever to be adopted, then a speci-
fication must be developed for proper geometric proportions of
rolled shapes to prevent premature inelastic local buckling.
(b) Deformations increase rapidiy once local buckling has
occurred. In the cgse of straight knees in which it is possi-
ble to provide lateral support at the most critical point, col-
lapse does not occur when the first local buckling becomes ~vi­
dent, since the buckling is symmetric on both sides of the web.
However when a half=wave is formed on one side of the web only,
then collapse follows rapidly. In the straight connection L,
however, this was well beyond the needed rotation capacity.
(c) The seriousness of local buckling is markedly. reduced
- -
whenever lateral support can be placed at each point of expect-
ed yielding.
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(6) LATERAL SUPPORT.
(a) The flex-bar method of lateral support is to be pre-
ferred over the vertical guide system.
(b) It is important to place lateral support at points
of expected maximum stress. Whenever this can be done at all
such positions, then the seriousness of local buckling may be
markedly reduced.
(c) A rather small force is required initially to pre-
vent sidewise deformation, the force increasing rapidly after
lopal buckling.
(d) Compression flange lateral support should be provided
at the center of built-up haunches and at the splice points
between haunch and beam.
(e) Except for variations in cost, so far as plastic
strength is concerned, effective lateral support is more impor-
tant than the variations in fabrication details.
(7) ROTATION CAPACITY (as influencing plastic design)
(a) Depending on the proportions and loading of a frame
with straight mees, each connection must have "rotation capa-
city", the bbility to rotate through a considerable unit angle
change after the plastic hinge'moment has been reached.
(b) In the case of a third-point-loaded beam attached to
very stiff columns, a rotation capacity of about eight times
the rotation at initial yield is required.
(c) With adequate lateral support the Type 8B connections
are sa.tisfactory in this respect while the behavior of Type 2
is not.
. (64)
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(d) While some of the built-up knees have fair rotation
capacities, most of them collapse very rapidly after first
local buckling. This includes those that are well-supported
laterally. However, rotation capacity is not required of
haunched connections» since they result directly from an app11-
cation of elastic design principles •
.(e) If for some reason rotation capacity k d~sir~d, then
in some haunched connections it could be obtained by increasing
the strength of the knee slightly beyond that required elastic-
ally so that yield would occur at the sp1ice--where good p1as-
tic characteristics could be assured.
(f) Rotation capacity is dependent on an ability of the
knee to resist the tendency to local buckling. Thick flanges
and effective lateral support are most helpful.
(8) COST OF FABRICATION
(a) There is an almost linear relation between the time
required for cutting and welding and the total length of
haunch as measured along the neutral lines. Connections N
and J are exceptions.
(b) Sniped, half=depth stiffeners should constitute an
economical advantage over those of fUll-depth, and in the last
analysis wilyalWayS be less expensive than the complete stiffen-
er welded to the web and to both top and bottom flange.
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NOMENOLATORE
A • Area of section
A
w
-~ Area of web
As' / =-Equivalent stiffener area-
b :: Flange width
bs ::Totai width of stiffener
d : Depth of section
dh :: "Haunch depth", the minimum distance from the external
corner of the haunch to the inner flange.
w • Web thickness
t g Flange thickness
t s =Stiffener thickness
I =Moment of inertia of section
If :: Moment of inertia of the flanges only.
S ='Section modulus of beam
L= -Distance between the point of inflection and the haunch
point lin an actual frame
~L : Equivalent length of a connection
Mh - -"Haunch" moment-
Mh(-r)= "Haunch" moment at which yield occurs due t9 shear forqe
Mh(a)= "Haunch" moment at which yield occurs due to flexure
Mr : Moment in a connection at junction of rolled beam and
connection
=.'tlE:ingett value; full plastic moment; the ultimat'e moment
that can be reached according to the simple plastic theory.
M-a .~ -Hinge" value at haunch
.'
=Initial yfeld momentM(i)
~.' ~ Moment at which yield point stress--ls'reached at the end of
the rolled section
2050. 60. ( 6'7)
Ml = Observed yield line moment
M2 iii Observed visual yield moment
M3 - Observed general yield moment-
M4 = Observed maximum moment
(f~ = Average lower yield point stress
E - Young's modulus of elasticity
-
G - Shearing modulus of elasticity
-
¢ - Average unit rotation
-
¢A _. Rotat ion measured over equivalent ~ength of connection
't
- Rotation in connection due to shear
-
f/ = Rotation in connection due to bending
,.. ,.-. "
i ) j ~: /
( 68)
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TERM I NOLOGY
General yield moment: The moment at which the deformations
due to this moment begin to affect the structural be-
havior elsewhere in a structure. The value is determined
graphically as shown in Fig. 74.
Haunch depth: The minimum distance from the external corner to
the inner flange.
Haunchinomentg The moment a t the haunch point.
Haunch point: The intersection of the neutral lines of girder
and column, extended.
Initial yield moment~'A computed moment at which the nominal
maximum stress reaches the yield point, excluding the
influence of stress concentrations and residual stresses.
Luder's line: Wedge or plane of yielding which forms in mild
steel in the vicinity of the yield point.
. -
Plastic hinge moment: The ultimate moment that can be reached
at a section according to the simple plastic theory.
Rolled section moment: The moment at the junction of the rolled
beam and the knee. (A or C in Fig. 7)
Rotation capacity: The ability of a structural member to rotate
- .
under near=constant moment •
. Visual yield moment: The moment at which the plotted curve be-
comes non~linear, as observed visually. (see Fig. 74)
Yieldi1ne: Flaking of mill scale following the formation of
LUdervs line as revealed by white~ash.
Yield line moment: The moment at which the first yield line
is observed. (See Fig. 74)
Yield strength: The load or moment at which a s:iJ~nificant amount
of yielding occurs as indica ted b"J' available criteria.
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TABLE lj..l Comparison of· Observ·e·d Gen,eral Yield-Strength
with RolledSeetlon field
Observed General Compu~ed H~nch Comparison
, Type Conn. ' SK l/Au Yield Moment Mooient at YiJJ,~
, Mh (3) Neglecting!' . '-.~' .:~- . -",
of ~o11, eo, Se¢t i 011
Mh(y)
., nf] uence (If
Mh (3) , Mh(y) Axi a,l, load
Mh (3)
Mh• (y)
.'
(1) W (~) (!!) (5) (6) (7) \(8)
f
,',
F2 A 1.13 lH6 lj.5lj. 1.05 .97
2B B F 2.10 600 77.1· .18 .66,
a-a ~ 2.0lj. HH .82 .7315 C 6lj.5 1..23 .--IH> 1.31 ~2lj. 1.1~
1F " 1.d70 1. ~3 6ll.O 597 .97
lj. IE r 1. 53 680 59-7 1. j"ij 1.02
F r 1.5) 640, 597 1.01 .97
G ~ Z.q,9. It'~5 9.74· !.l5 ,96
H" ~. 2.50 10)6 8.136· !.17 .95
5A "
'I ~ 2.5.6 9_09 711• 1. .1.7 . ,.83
J l¥'3t· 2.03 770 120· 1.07 .87
K F, :1.13 444 454 .98 .9,0
BB l F 1.13 lj.32 454 .95 .88
M F 1.13 388 454 .86 .79
.~~~Y$J~t:t.t~t'
I,'
I'
I
.... l.~d,tsta:n;c:e fro~1 infle'ctioll point'-'t'Ohau,'nc-hp'oint, H; a-"'distance frolT,
\' " '.,,'.' .' '
Inqeytlon,point ,to l.unct'ion of beam'an~,c.onnecti9n. Fig. 78
AdJusted for variation in material p"rol)"edies between haunch and rolled
,"",,. " .,.
se~t ton.
, .
/
TABLE 2: The Yield Strength of Conne~tions**
Comparison of Observed Yield Strength With Initial Yield Moment, Mh (I)
Computed Yield Line Moment VIsua I Yield Moment lleneral Yield Moment Oeformatlon
In I t ial Yield Increment
Type Connection Sketch Moment .Obse rved Mh (I) Observed Mh (2) Observed ~ at Il h (I)
Mh (I) Mh (I) Mh (I) Mh (2) Mh (/) Mh (3) Mh (I)
(I) (2) (3) (ij) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II)
2 A tF ij5ij 163 .36 369 .81 ij76 1.05 .12
28 8 ~, 750 305 .ijl 380 • 51 600 .8ij .
15 C
-ffit: 52ij ij02 .77 563 1.07 6ij5 1.23 .13
D F· 597 ij77 .80 ij77 .80 6ijO 1.07 .22
ij E fF 597 36ij .61 ij72 .79 680 1.lij .07
F w= 597 26ij .~ij 276 .ij6 6ijO 1.07 .2ij
G ~.. 920 . ij36 .ij7 65ij .71 1125 1.23 .07
H ~.. 8ijO 263 .31 681 .81 1036 1.2~ .08
5A ~"I 883 526 .60 516 • 58 900 1.02 .06
J ~ .. 620 300 • ij8 ij75 .77 770 1.2ij .05
K fF ij5ij 251 .55 316 .70 ijijij .98 .19
88 L n= ij5ij 276 .61 176 .39 ij32 .95 .19
M ~ ij5ij 226 .50 216 .ij8 388 .86 .17
16
" iW 606 ij~2 .66 577 .95 722 1.20 .17
(Shear) 630 .ij9 .77 1.01 .18
7 P F 311 ij93 637(Flexure) 1195 .26 .ijl .5ij .
See Text and Fig. 7ij for more complete description of terminology.
Connect i on did not develop_M h (i).
TABLE 5: Strength o£ Connection Material
Material Yield Point Stress in Tension. (ksi)
SB13 Flanges 41.S
1/4" plate (B,C ,G,J) 39.1
·3 /S" pl"ate (H, inner £lange only) 3900
1/2 11 plate (I, inner nange only) 35.2
TABLE 7: The Maximum Plastic Strength of Connections··
Comparison vlth Computed Plastic Comparlaon v/th Initial Comparlaon vlth Computed Haunch Compariaon of Observed Maximum
Hinge Moment, Mh(a): 517°k Yield Moment,
"h (Il Moment at Yield of the Roll ed Rolled Section Moment, Mr(~)
Section, Mh (y) vlth Computed Plaatlc Hinge
Moment, Mrep) °
Observed Maximum Computed Computed Observed Maximum
Type Con".~tlon Sketch Haunch Moment Mh (~) Mh (I)
Mh (~)
"h (y) ~ Moment In Rolled Mr{~)
"h (~) Mh (a) Mh (I) Mh (y) Section, Mr (~) Mr (p)
(, ) (2) (3) (~) (5) (6) (7) (8) , (9) (10) (II )
2 A IF 5~8 1.06 ~5~ 1.2/ ~5~ 1.21 ~86 0.9~
28 8 rr 1'28. I.~I 750 0.97 771"· 0.9~ 3~6 0.67
15 C ~ 720 / .39 52~ 1.37 a-a ..91 0.9/' 353 0.68b-b 52~ 1.37 §§§ 1 .07
D w= 751 1.~5 597 1.26 591 1.26 ~92 0.95
~ E w= 80~ 1.55 597 1.35 597 1.35 526 1.02
F w= n~ 1.63 597 I • ~, 597 I .~I 552 1.07
G ~. 1296 2.50 920 I.~' 976"· 1.33 ~82 1.00·'·
H ~.. ' 1228 2.37 8~0 I .~6 886'·· 1.38 ~90 1.02' ••
5A ffTc..I 1180 2.28 883 1.33 771'" 1.53 ~72 1.08·"
J ~. 915 1.77 620 1.~7 720'" 1.27 ~52 0.93'··
K t.F 560 1.08 ~5~ 1.23 ~5~ 1.23 ~96 0.96
88 L n= 62~ , .21 ~5~ / .37 ~5~ 1.37 553 1.07
"
fi= 576 I. II il5~ 1.27 ~n 1.27 51 , 0.99
,~ a-a - - 390 0.7516
"
89~ 1.73 606 1.~7
h_b 591 I I u
- -
(Shear)
fF
630 1.8~
7 P 1150 0.96 - - 1100 0.92 x
(Flexure) 1195 0.96
...0.
x
Adjusted for variations In material properties betveen haunch and rolled section.
See Fig. 7~ for terminology.
Mr{p): 517'klps for all connections except P, In vhlch "r(p)= 1190 o klps.
Thia ratio Is based on 1190 °klps, the Mp of 8 IIF 31.
800.,.----r....,--------r-----,------.----...-----.-------.------,-------r------,
1100
/100
/ODD
gOO
800
?OO
SOO
400
o 11.8802 o.OfJI4 til" '-Q618
Average unit rotation in rod/ans per inch
8.0010
I
............. ·············_·············conn. I
I
1.11116
Fig. 52 Connection behavior compared with·
8B13 rolled section
(Based on moment at the knee) •.
Fig. 75. Hypothetical distribution of residual
stresses due to welding.
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F'1g. 74 Explanation of the various designations
used in the oomparison of connection
strength.
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Pig. 76. Four criteria used in this paper f~
~:b:~~~g the strength of structUl"81
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Fig. 77. Additional yield strength criteria.
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Fig. 79. Haunch depths.
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Fig. 78. Ro~~ed section moment strength of
Type 2 B connections.
.(a) Loading of connection 8
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Fig. 80. Later~ deformation out of knee plane.
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Fig. 8~. The.oret1o~ and exper1menta~moment curves. Fig. 82. Symnetric~ and unsymnetric~ ~oca~ buckling.
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Fig. 83. Fabrication time as a function
of haunch length.
Fig. 85. Hypothetical moment diagrlll!1s for
portal frame girders.
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Fig. 84. Moment diagrams for two portal
frame loading conditions.
Fig. 86. Hypothetical change in moment diagram
due to foundatio~ 3Gttlement.
